CONSIDERING WIND
CFO
Q1. What is our capital investment?
You have zero capital investment. You also have zero operational investment. You have
zero CAPEX, you have zero OPEX for the project itself. The only thing you pay for is the
actual power delivered. You only have a fixed cost per kilowatt hour delivered. That’s
the only thing you pay for.
Q2. What are the short-term and long-term OPEX savings?
From the point of view of a plant, electricity is an operational cost; it’s a below-the-line
cost. You will likely have short-term savings based on our current rate versus your
current rate from the grid. In almost all of our projects there’s an immediate savings. We
want there to be an immediate savings. It’s important that there’s an immediate savings.
The real value of the long-term savings comes from the risk that the electricity market is
going to continue to go up as it has for the last 50 years. When it goes up, your rate is
fixed so you’ll have additional savings. That savings depends on the inflation rates of
electricity, however, so it’s very hard to predict. It’s important that you predict with a
range of models and that you understand that as long as you have short-term savings, it
is very likely you’ll have long-term savings. And if the price of power goes up, those
long-term savings will increase significantly.
Q3. What is the present value of the future savings?
In the customer savings calculator we have provided (and we’re happy to give it to you
in Excel form so you can audit, not that you wouldn’t make your own financial model
anyways to double-check us), we calculate the net present value of the project. The net
present value is based on whatever discount rate you give us. Typically, we’re modeling
at a 7-to-9-percent discount rate depending on the enterprise, but you can put in whatever
discount rate you want to understand the net present value of the future savings.
It’s also important that you look at that from a risk point of view and you model both a
0-percent inflator in electricity rates and then you model a range of inflation rates going
from 1 to 3 percent, typically is what we see. Some customers modeled even some other
scenarios to look at what a true upside would be. By discounting all of those, you’re able
to determine the net present value. It’s very hard for us to do an IRR or an ROI model

because you have no capital investment. So we found that net present value’s the most
appropriate tool to use.
Q4. Does this get lease treatment?
This contract, the Renewable Energy Agreement, does not get lease treatment. We’ve
audited it under both FASB rules and IFRS rules as well as other accounting standards
both under the current version of those rules and the future version of the rules. We have
not found a standard yet that’s a GAAP standard, internationally or in the United States,
that requires this contract to be treated as a lease. That is atypical of how most Renewable
Energy Agreements or Power Purchase Agreements are treated. Our project and our
contracts were designed specifically to not get lease treatment. We understand it would
not be advantageous to your balance sheet to go ahead and capitalize an OPEX.
Q5. How do you analyze our current power bill?
Your current power bill we have analyzed if you’re watching this video, hopefully (and
if not, we’re happy to analyze as part of our Initial Evaluation). We will analyze your
current power bill to help you understand how that bill is actually broken down. There
are two elements to your bill and it’s important you understand the distinction. You have
a consumption-based cost and a demand-based cost. That demand-based cost is based on
the highest momentary event in the month. That demand-based cost is based on that one
event for a 15-minute period being applied across the month.
The consumption-based portion of the bill is measured in kilowatt hours. The
consumption-based portion of the bill is your total consumption across the entire month.
We are able to offset the consumption rate. Just taking your total consumption divided
by your total price of power from the utility is not an accurate representation of what
your costs are that we will be offsetting. It’s important that you look at our analysis and
understand what your marginal cost of power is for consumption. That’s the number you
should be using to evaluate whether or not we provide savings.
It’s also important to understand that that number is not the same as your third-party
generation number or your generation number, because other tariffs that the utilities are
allowed to charge are consumption-based. That’s why the entire analysis has to be done
to look at all consumption-based charges. Those are the charges you would be avoiding
by using a wind onsite and never consuming that kilowatt hour in the first place.

Q6. What has rate inflation been historically?
As you look across the country, rate inflation has varied between 1 and 3 percent in most
states. Ohio in the last 20 years has been a little over 2 percent. It’s important to
understand that when we talk about rate inflation we’re talking about end-user retailrate inflation. Often times people have heard “the price of power is going down; we’re
seeing all kinds of low prices from generation; yay natural gas boom” and whatever else.
And that’s great and the more price goes down at the generation the more it should
translate to you, but it doesn’t.
Historically most customers have not seen a rate decline at their retail rate. That’s because
the bill’s more complicated than generation rate alone. Your rate is made up of other
tariffs that can be added on top of that. It’s important that you understand when you’re
looking at it, to look at your kilowatt-hour rate as a marginal cost including all tariffs
when you do trending and understand that the actual rate you pay in most cases has
continued to go up or to stay level even though wholesale prices of generation may have
gone down in certain areas in the country.
Q7. How much does One Energy make off this project?
We make money both on the construction of the project itself and on the finance of this
project. Both are business models for us. We are more than happy to do the project as a
construction-only project for you and do it as a CAPEX project. Typically, our margins
on that are on the order of 15 percent. That is inclusive of all fees and all other margins.
We’ve found that that’s a very competitive margin compared to other people in the
industry and that by being vertically integrated, we’re able to drive down a whole bunch
of cost. Additionally, to make money financing the turbines and operating them.
Our cost of capital tends to be very good. We have senior debt from institutional investors
and are able to go ahead and monetize at attractive rates compared to other energy
projects. Typically, our rates are very low-investment grade or near-investment grade
rates, so it provides us a very low cost of capital and then we make enough money on top
of that cost of capital to cover the operating and a reasonable profit. We’re more than
happy to get more in detail in that conversation with you if you want to understand both
how we finance the projects, how you could finance the projects, and what makes more
sense for you.

Q8. Why shouldn’t we just do this as our own capital project?
You are perfectly welcome to do this as your own capital project and I will charge your
company the same price that I would charge my finance company to do the project. We’re
transparent about our rates for that reason. We’re happy to finance the project. We’re
happy to not finance the project. Typically, customers find that they would rather deploy
their limited capital budget on things that directly improve their line or their process. We
understand that capital constraints are typically tight as you figure out what to do across
all of your facilities. That’s why it’s easier for us to bring capital to the table to do a midrange investment.
If you did this project yourself, typically it’s a 5-to-7-year return. That’s usually a very
hard number for companies to fit into their capital budget because it’s not really an
operating budget and it’s not really a capital budget. It’s a mid-range return asset and it
has tax implications with it. That’s why we found that in order to make wind energy
simple, it’s important that we have a finance package we can offer. Most companies tend
to take our finance package because it eliminates a lot of risk for them and it lets them
keep their capital accounts to deploy on their lines.
Q9. How are you financed?
We are financed by a range of different facilities. Our primary facility is a senior debt
facility that we have that allows us to deploy capital. And then what we’ll do is we’ll take
individual fleets of projects as we have enough, and we’ll go ahead and deploy them out
into a long-term term facility after they’re built and operating. Our finance packages
continue to become more and more complicated at the backend as we raise more and
more funds and drive our rates down further. I’m more than happy to discuss those in as
much detail as you would like.
In comparison to very large utility-scale projects, typically we find our cost of capital is
within about 100 BIPs of where they are. Given these are one-off projects, that’s a very
attractive rate that we’re very proud of.
Q10. Who pays the taxes?
One Energy pays all the taxes for the turbine itself, any power we generate, any property
taxes, or any other taxes directly related to the production of energy. It’s important to
understand that when this project saves you money and you’re more profitable, you will
have additional taxes. It’s the curse of being profitable.

So there is potentially a tax increase to you in the form of the savings you have and the
fact that you’re more profitable, but none of those should be the direct expenses caused
by the wind turbine in any way. That’s why we clarify in the contract exactly what is and
is not ours. And the only thing that is not ours from a tax point of view is the tax
consequence as a result of your additional savings.
Q11. What tax credits am I eligible for?
If you decide to do this project yourself where you’re going to go ahead and fund it as
the capital expenditure partner in this project and you’re going to own and operate it,
you’re eligible for the Investment Tax Credit or the Production Tax Credit. The
Investment Tax Credit is a one-time tax credit that’s designed to help defer the cost to
create an incentive that is a direct one-for-one credit. There is also the Production Tax
Credit, which is a 10-year tax credit based on production.
The Investment Tax Credit, or ITC, does not have a production requirement to
understand it. So typically it’s a lower-risk option and typically, in lower wind resource
sites, like Class 3 sites (which are typical of Ohio and a lot of the states from here east),
you find that the ITC is more financially advantageous. That said, both the PTC and ITC
should be analyzed. Both the PTC and the ITC are currently being phased out. Two or
three years ago they were locked at 30 percent. They’re now being phased out over a 5year period down to 0 percent. If you start a project in 2018, you’re eligible for an 18
percent ITC in what used to be a 30 percent ITC.
It’s important to understand that when you take the Investment Tax Credit, you reduce
the depreciable basis of the project by half of the value of the Investment Tax Credit. That
means you have to reduce the basis of the project before you depreciate it. Wind projects
beginning in 2018 are eligible for either 5-year maker’s depreciation or for 100 percent
expensing. You can elect either. But the ability to both write off the project earlier and the
ability to get that tax credit whether you use the PTC or the ITC, create a tax-based
incentive to make this project more financially attractive.

